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RECENT COMMENTS ON POST-SADDAM IRAO

New York Times. "Iraqi Shadow Government Cools Its Heels in Kuwait," by Jane
Perlez, 4/3/03

"Anayed below General Gamer is a group of former anny officers, former and
present American ambassadors, aid bureaucrats..., a smattering of State Department
officials, several British officials and a cluster known as the "true believers.

'These are the people ... who in the shorthand for Mr. Wolfowitz are known as
'Wolfie's' people. They are thought to be particularly fervent about trying to remake
Iraq as a beacon of democracy and a country with a tilt toward Israel.

"Fairly predictably, State Department officials say, the Pentagon deemed the most
senior State Department appointees as unsuitable for the enterprise, even though one
of them, Timothy Camey, a former ambassador to Sudan, was invited to come here by
Mr. Wolfowitz....

"Only slightly less controversial is the role the United Nations will play in
Baghdad.... The State Department would also like a U.N. present as a way of easing
the anger in Europe and elsewhere toward the American-led military action. The
Pentagon is less keen....

"At a meeting with Kuwaiti academics and businessmen last week, General Garner
said he would measure his success by how quickly he could hand over authority to
Iraqis. But the longer the war grinds on, the harder it will be for the Americans to
find enthusiastic Iraqis, a State Department official said....

"One of the faraway masters, in the minds of many here, is someone known fondly, or
not so fondly - depending on one's political orientation as Wolfowitz of Arabia....

"Mr. Wolfowitz is also passing judgment on other assigned here, making the
transitory Potomac here as divisive and political as the permanent one at home, some
participants say."

US. News & World Report. "Exclusive: Rumsfeld memos," by Bruce Auster. 4/3/03

"Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld is urging President Bush to install an interim
Iraqi government immediately even as the war continues....

.The view expressed by Rumsfeld is hotly disputed by others inside the U.S.
government ... have become a real source of infighting between the Pentagon on one
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side and the State Department and CIA, which believe the expatriates have no
credibility in Iraq, on the other. 'They will be viewed as part of the American
occupation,' says one intelligence official.

The Times ofLondon, "Rumsfeld 'resisting' Powell's Iraq Team1" by Elaine
Monaghan. 4/3/03

"A US official told The Times tbat Donald Rumsfeld, the Defence Secretary, was
resisting State Department appointments to the administration-in-waiting, at least
one of whom is already in Kuwait.

"He said that the Pentagon had ruled that Mr Rumsfeld should personally approve
appointments to the temporary US-British administration, 'and there are many people
who question his authority to take that decision, including, I assume, the Secretary of
State.'

Foreign Reports Bulletin "Post-War Battles,"4/2/03

"The hawks in the Pentagon apparently want their buddies and intellectual soul-mates
to have the key jobs of 'civilian advisors' to post-war Jraqi ministries, with the State
Department favoring Arabists with regional experience....

The Pentagon hawks may have received a setback yesterday in Congress, when
Appropriations Committees in both the House and the Senate voted to give the State
Department and other agencies authority of $2.5 billion in post-war aid which the
Administration has wanted the Pentagon to be in charge of."

Washington Post. "After the War," Editorial 4/3/03

"[A] secretive Pentagon-led group is already far advanced in plans to unilaterally
install a postwar regime dominated by Americans and Iraqi exiles one that would
effectively exclude not only the United Nations but also European and Middle Eastern
allies who support will be essential to stabilizing the country. Even the State
Department's nominees would be shut out by Defense Department leaders who talk of
leaping from military rule to an interim Iraqi government in 90 days with the help of
the American officials who would run Iraqi ministries. This narrow approach could
compound the diplomatic damage of the war and expose the United States and its
soldiers to large and unnecessary risks....
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"The problem with the Pentagon's emerging approach is that it would ... make
virtually inevitable an Iraqi transitional government dominated by the small group of
exiles long favored by the Pentagon....

"Postwar Iraq may determine whether the United States regains that [international]
cooperation or embarks on a dangerous multilateral course.

New York Times, "Bush Promises to Adopt Plan for the Mideast," by Steven R.
Weisman, 3/14/03

"Deputy Secretary of State Richard L. Arniitage said at a State Department staff
meeting today that the announcement [i.e. of the "road map"] marked a tremendous
victory for Mr. Powell over those in the administration who resisted the peace plan's
adoption, in part because of Prime Minister Sharon's antipathy toward it."

Washington Posi." 'Road Map' for Colin Powell," by Richard Cohen, 3/27/03

"For a time this week J was 'embedded' in Secretary of State Colin Powell's
office at the State Department....

"... At the moment, the State Department, which used to conduct American foreign
policy, has been outgunned by the Pentagon, the National Security Council (now with
Elliott Abrams) and Dick Cheney, a vice president with very strong views about the
Middle East. Suffice it to call them pro-Sharon."
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